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ABSTRACT

Radiationheat transferin an array of fixed discrete surfaces is an

importantproblem that is particularlydifficultto analyze because of the

nonhomogeneousand anisotropicoptical propertiesinvolved. This article

presents an efficientMonte Carlo method for evaluatingradiationheat

transfer in arrays of fixed discrete surfaces. This Monte Carlo model has

been optimized to take advantageof the regulararrangementof surfaces often

encountered in these arrays. Monte Carlo model predictionshave been compared

with analytical and experimentalresults.

INTRODUCTION

In a recent review article, Howell indicates that radiative heat

transfer in a fixed array of surfaces, where the surfaces have a fixed

orientation, is a significant problem that is not being widely addressed

(Howell 1988). In most problems involving radiative heat transfer in

participating medium, optical properties such as extinction coefficient and

anisotropic scattering are treated as being independent of incident angle. As

Howell observes, when the orientation of the absorbing array is fixed, the

scattering phase function depends on the angle of incidence as well as the

angle of reflection. This increases the complexity of the problem. Howell

observes that methods for treating this situation are not available.

The research documented in this article developed an analytical approach

that models the absorbing array as discrete surfaces and uses a Monte Carlo

(a) Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of
Energy by Battlle Memorial Institute under' Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO1830.



model to evaluate the radiationheat transfer in the array. Monte Carlo

modeling is a statisticalmethod of analyzinga problem as a series of

probabilisticand deterministicevents. Model developmentis one component of

an analytical and experimentalinvestigationof radiationheat transfer in

arrays of fixed discrete absorbingsurfaces. The Monte Carlo approach was

optimized for this applicationand takes advantageof the regular geometry

often encountered in arrays of fixed discreteabsorbers. The model includes

an innovativemethod of determiningphoton trajectories,substantially

improvingthe computationalefficiencyof modeling a large number of surfaces.

The Monte Carlo model is fully capableof evaluating arrays nonhomogeneous

extinctioncoefficients,anisotropicscattering,various surfaceproperties,

and large numbers of surfaces.

BACKGROUND

Arrays of fixed discrete absorbingsurfaces are encounteredin a number

of important applications. Developmentof a volumetric air heating receiver

(VAHR) is a current researchfocus in solar thermal power generation. The

VAHR uses an array of discreteand fixed absorbingsurfaces to absorb

concentratedsolar energy and to heat incomingambient air by convection from

the absorbing array (Drostand Eyler 1981; Drost et al. 1985). A VAHR

absorbingarray consists of fixed discrete surfaceswith dimensionsmuch

larger than the wavelengthof the incidentradiation. The surfaces can be

specular and an individualcomponentof the array can have rectangular,

circular,or triangular cross-sections. This results in an array with

strongly anisotropicopticalproperties (assumingthat the array was being

modeled as a participatingmedia) and a high degree of symmetry.

The least complicatedapproach to evaluatingthe radiativeheat transfer

in the absorbing array of a VAHR consists of dividing the array into zones

with composite optical propertiesand then using analyticaltechniques

developedby Viskanta for radiationheat transfer in multiple transparent

plates (Viskanta1978; Drost and Eyler 1981). Drost used a Monte Carlo

technique optimized for an array of symmetricdiscrete absorbersto evaluate

the radiative heat transfer in a VAHR (Drost 1985; Drost et al. 1985; Drost

and Welty 1985). Skocypecet al. (1988)evaluatedradiationheat transfer in

an array of randomly oriented but fixed cylindricaldiscrete absorbing



surfaces by modeling the array as a participatingmedium and then using a two-

flux model to predictthe radiativeheat transfer.

Radiativeheat transfer is an importantheat transfermechanism in

fibrous insulation. Fibrous insulationcan be modeled as discrete fibers with

a fixed orientation. Normallythe fibers have a small diameter and can be

modeled as Mie scatterers. The fibers are often assumed to being randomly

oriented and scatteringcan be independent(fiberspacing is sufficiently

large to prevent interactionsbetweenfibers)or dependent (scatteringfrom a

fiber is influencedby adjacent fibers).

The usual analyticalapproach is to model the array as a participating

media and then use any of the numerousmethods _vailablefor evaluating

radiation heat transfer in a participatingme,_,, Lee has used a number of

techniques to evaluateradiationheat transfer ,n a fibrousmedium composed of

microscopic fibers with regularand random orientation(Lee 1985, 1986, 1988).

Tong and Tien (1983)also analyticallyinvestigatedradiationheat transfer in

fibrous insulation_vhileTong et al. (1983)conductedan experimentalstudy of

the same phenomena. The relatedproblemof radiationheat transfer in a

packed bed has been extensivelyinvestigatedand recent research has been

reviewed by Tien (1988).

A more recent applicationof arrays of discrete fixed surfaces involved

radiativeheat transfer in ceramic fabrics. Ceramicfabricsmay have a number

of important applicationsas space power systems. The ceramicfabrics are

made from yarn that is, in turn, fabricatedfrom small ceramicfibers. If

individual ceramic fibers are evaluated,Mie scatteringis encountered. When

yarn is:evaluated,the dimensionsare sufficientlylarge that photon/surface

interactionscan be modeled using geometricoptics. The fibers can have many

cross-sectionalshapes and can have a wide range of surfacecoatings,

includingmetal coating. The fibers are typicallyformed into yarns of

various dimensionsand the yarns can be woven into fabricswith various yarn

spacings and weave patterns.

The applicationsdescribedabove demonstratethe range of

characteristicsencounteredin arrays of fixed discrete surfaces. The

extinction coefficient(modelingthe array as a participatingmedium) is

always nonhomogeneousbut the nonhomogeneitycan range from very strong

nonhomogeneouseffectsin arrays of fin-shapedelements to fairlyweak



nonhomogeneityin arrays of cylindrical-shapedsurfaces. The surface

dimensionscan be large relativeto the wavelengthof the incidentradiation

or have dimensionsof the same magnitudeas the incident radiation's

wavelength. Surfaces can be specular reflectors,diffuse reflectors,or semi-

transparent. Finally, scatteringis alwaysanisotropic,but can be either

dependentor independent.

The characteristicsof fixed discrete absorberspresents an extremely

challengingproblem for the analyst. In general,two approacheshave been

used. The most widely appliedapproach is to model the array as a

participatingmedium and then use any of a number of analyticalapproachesto

obtain a solution. This approachhas difficultyaddressing nonhomogeneous

optical properties, particularlythe nonhomogeneousextinction coefficientand

the assumption that an array of large surfaces(relativeto the wavelength of

the incident radiation)can be modeled as a participatingmedium. The second

approach is to model the individualsurfacesand use techniquesdeveloped for

macroscopic radiation heat transfer to obtain a solution. The large number of

surfaces involvedmake this approachvery challenging.

PROBLEMDESCRIPTION

The objective of this research was to develop and conduct a preliminary

validation of a Monte Carlo model capable of efficiently analyzing the

radiation heat transfer in an array of fixed discrete surfaces. Ultimately

the model will be used to support an experimental investigation of this

phenomena.

A typical experimental array is shown in Figure I. Monochromatic

collimatea radiation impinges an array of isothermal fixed discrete surfaces

at a variable incident angle. The array is enclosed in either specular or

black boundaries. To evaluate radiation heat transfer in the array, the

analytical model must be able to predict the monochromatic radiation flux

throughout the array. Radiation heat transfer between isothermal array

el ements was not i ncl uded i n the analyses.

MONTECARLOMODEL

The strong anisotropic scattering and directional dependence of optical

properties typically encountered in arrays of fixed discrete absorbers
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presents a extremelychallengingproblem for analyticalmethods that model the

array as a participatingmedium. Consequently,it was decided to model the

array as discrete surfaces and to evaluateradiativeinteractionsby using

geometric optics.

Monte Carlo modeling has been widely appliedand the method is well

documented (Siegeland Howell 1972; Haji-Sheikh1988, Burns and Pryor 1989;

Maltby and Burns 1991). This sectionpresentsa brief overview of the Monte.

Carlo method followedby a more detaileddiscussionof th_ specific features

of this application.

In radiation heat transfer applications,energy emitted from a surface

is simulated by a large number of photens. The photons are followed as they

proceed from one interactionto anotherwith the results of each event being

recorded. This is continueduntil the photon either leaves the array or is

absorbed on a surface. A sufficientlylarge number of photonsmust be

considered to ensure that variations in the resultscaused by random events

are small. The resultscan be used to determinethe fractionof the emitted

energy that has b_en absorbedon each surfaceor has left the array.

The major challengesin a Monte Carlo model involvecalculatingphoton

trajectoriesand si_rfaceinteractions. Determinationof photon trajectories

is particularlyimportantbecause this calculationtypicallyconsumes 80_ of

the computer time used in a simulation (Maltbyand Burns 1991). Methods for

modeling the interactionsof a photon with a surface are described by several

authors (Siegel and Howell 1972; Yang 1981; Hail-Sheikh1988; Burns and Pryor

1989; Maltby and Burns 1991).

SURFACE INTERACTIONMODEL

When a photon strikes a surface,the incidentangle and wavelength

should be known. If surfaceproperties such as absorptionand secularity are

known as a function of incidentangle and wavelength,the relevant optical

properties can be calculated. If the photon is totally or partially absorbed,

the energy reduction caused by.the interactionis added to the total energy

absorbed for that surface. When a photon.isnot totally absorbed,a

reflection angle must be selected. For a diffuselyreflectingsurface, the

angle is selected to ensure that there is an equal probabilityfor reflection



in any direction. If the reflectionis specular,the angle of reflection

equals the angle of incidence.

lt has been shown by previousinvestigatorsthat direction-dependent

propertiescan have a significantimpact on radiationheat transfer (Toor

1967; Toor and Viskanta 1968). The sample problem is particularlysensitive

to direction-dependentpropertiesbecause many of the interactionstake place

at large incident angles. If the assumptionof diffuse reflectionin the

diffuse-graymodel is relaxed,it is necessaryto provide informationon the

incident angle dependenceof emissivity,reflectivity,absorptivity,and

specularity. For model verification,surfacepropertieswere taken from

Modest (1978) for metallic specularsurfaces such as silver-teflon. The

surface propertieswere assumedto be independentof wavelength. Incident

angle dependencewas modeled by using the correlationpresented in Equation

(1) for short wavelengths (0.1_m <), < 2.5 _m).

- + -°i,n)emp- -7)2

A second correlation,given by Equation (2),was used for infraredwavelengths

(), > 2.5 /,_n).

E_ = _ = eX,nll - (2-{_)I0] + (E_,mxs-c_, n) {2-_)2 I - (2__) 2
(2)

PHOTONTRANSPORTMODEL

Photon trajectory calculations involve determining which surface

interacts with a photon and where on that surface the interaction occurs.

When complex geometries are considered (Corlett 1966; Modest 1978; Burns and

Pryor 1989; Maltby and Burns 1991), the conventional method consists of

describing each surface mathematically and determining which surface first

intercepts the vector that describes the path of the photon. Whena large

number of surfaces are involved, the computational resources required to
determine the impact location becomes substantial.



The regular spacing of the elements in the sample array (Figure 1) and

their arrangement into rows suggests that a more efficient method of

determining impact location can be used. This approach consists of dividing

the receiver into computational cells, where the cells are arranged so that

absorbing surfaces are located on cell boundaries. This simplifies

identification of the impact location because, of the four surfaces in a two-

dimensional cell, one is the emitting surface and the emitted photon must

strike one of the remaining three cell boundaries.

The cell boundaries and the definition of zones for the sample problem

are shown in Figure 2. The array is divided into zones where one zone

corresponds to one row of elements. Each zone is divided into cells where the

cell boundary is either the edge of an array element or the centerline of a

wedge-shaped fin. Zone geometric characteristics that affect photon transport

include variables such as element spacing, wedge angle, and offset. These are

shown in Figure 2.

The Monte Carlo analysis of absorbed incident radiation distribution

requires emission of a large number of photons with an incident angle into the

external zone of the array. Photons interact with the surfaces in the array

until they are absorbed or leave the array. If the photon is transmitted

through the first zone, it enters a cell in an adjacent zone and the process

is repeated until the photon is absorbed or leaves the array. Therefore, the

interaction of the photon and with the array involves two calculations: the

determination of the result of the interaction between the photon and a cell

and the cell-to-cell transport of photons that have exited one cell and are

entering another. Details of the photon-transport model are presented in

Drost (1985) and Drost et al. (1985).

PHOTON-CELL INTERACTION ALGORITHM

Whenever a photon enters a cell, the location of the entry, the entry

angle, and the current energy level are known. With the identification of the

entry point, two angles are calculated: Beta r and Beta I. As shown in Figure

3, the photon strikes the right cell wall if the entry angle is less than

Beta r. If the photon entry angle is less than Beta I but greater than Betar,
the photon exits the cell through the opposing cell surface. Finally, if the

entry angle exceeds Betal, the photon strikes the left wall. A similar method



was employed by Howelland Bannerot (1974)in their evaluationof surface

geometries for improvedsolar collectors.

Once the impactedsurface has been identified,the location of the

impact is determined by geometry. The energy of the photon is reduced by an

amount equal to the product of its currentenergy level and the surface

emissivity. The energy given up by the photon is absorbed by the impacted

surface. If the photon energy has droppedbelow a minimum amount, the photon

history is terminated. Otherwise,the photon is reflected.

At this point, the process is repeatedwith the impactedsurface

becoming the emitting surface,and Betar and BetaI are recalculatedbased on

the new impact location. The angle of reflectionis _eterminedby the optical

properties of the surface. With the new emissionlocationand angle selected,

the procedure is repeated. This continuesuntil the photon exits the cell or

its energy drops below a minimum level.

The algorithmfor analyzinga single cell is applicableto a wide

variety of cell shapes,but the method used in this analysiswas limited to I)

cells with straight cell boundaries,2) left and right cell boundary wedge

angles that are equal to each other and greaterthan 0.0, and 3) two-

dimensionalcells.

CELL-TO-CELL TRANSPORTALGORITHM

If a photon history is not terminated in a cell, the photon will enter

an adjacent cell (assuming that the photon has not exited the complete array).

The photon-cell interaction procedure determines the exiting surface,

location, and angle. The information is passed to the cell-to-cell transport

algorithm where it is used to calculate the inlet location and angle for the

next cell entered by the photon.

The location where an incoming photon enters a cell is calculated from

the exiting location of the adjacent donor cell. The total distance from the

exiting location to a datum (usually one of the array boundaries) is

calculated. This is used along with the receiving cell dimensions to

determine the inlet location. The inlet angle can be calculated directly from

the outlet angle from the donor cell. If the algorithm indicated that the

photon strikes a pin tip, then the photon energy is reduced by an amount equal



to the product of the current photon energy and the surfaceemissivity. If

the current energy of the photon is still above the minimum level, it will be

reflectedback into the donor cell. The enteringlocationof the photon will

be the same as the previous exiting location,but the inlet angle of the

photon entering the original donor cell will dependon the optical properties

of the pin tip.

EXCHANGE FACTOR ALGORITHM

While the research reportedin this paper has focusedon determiningthe

absorrcion of incident radiationin an array of isothermalfixed discrete

surfaces, the Monte Carlo model can also be used to calculateexchange factors

between zones. Details of the exchangefactor calculationsare presented in

Drost (1985) and Drost et al. (1985).

SAMPLE SIZE CONSIDERATIONS

The uncertaintyin the resultsof a Monte Carlo simulationdepends on

the number of photons simulated. As the number of simulatedphotons

increases, the uncertaintydecreases,but the cost of computationalresources

demands a compromisebetween statisticaluncertaintyand the number of photons

included in a simulation.

Most variance reductiontechniquesdevelopedfor photon and neutron

transport problems were not relevant to this problem and were not used, but

survival biasing was included. In this case, the photon energy was

incrementally reduced rather than having the photon either terminated or

unaffected by an interaction. Survival biasing was found to be beneficial

because this technique allowed more information to be obtained from one

photon.

Typical simulations used batch sizes of 10,000 photons with 20 batches

being simulated. This resulted in standard deviations typically less than i_

of the mean values. A simulation of a test array will usually require

approximately 15 min. of computer time on a Sun SPARCII work station.



COMPARISONWITH OTHERPHOTONTRANSPORTSCHEMES

The photon transport scheme summarized in this paper and more fully

documented in Drost (1985) and Drost et al. (1985) can be compared to other

photon transport schemes. Maltby and Burns (1991) provide an excellent

description of the conventional photon transport scheme. This approach

consists of describing each surface mathematically and determining which

surface first intercepts the vector that describes the path of the photon.

The conventional scheme requires that all surfaces involved in the problem be

checked for a possible intercept. When a large number of surfaces are

involved, the computational resources required to determine the impact

location becomes substantial.

The cell-to-cell transport scheme simplifies identification of photon

surface interactions, while limiting the number of candidate surfaces that

need to be checked. When a photon enters a cell, the photon can only strike

one of three surfaces and identification of that surface is easily

accomplished by a comparison of the photon's entering angle with BI and Br.
This approach does require cell-to-cell transport of photons but cell-to-cell

transport is not computationally demanding.

Maltby and Burns (1991) describes an alternative approach, the Margolies

grid shading photon transport scheme. This algorithm involves dividing the

volume of interest into regular grid cells. Photon trajectories are traced

through the cells. Within a specific cell, a search for valid intersections

is performed using only the surfaces within that cell. For complex

geometries, Maltby and Burns reports a significant reduction in execution time

(typically 3 to 4 times).

The cell-to-cell transport scheme presented in this paper uses a grid

scheme that places solid surfaces along cell boundaries and uses irregular

cell sizes. The first feature allows the use of a simple comparison of the

photon incoming angle with BI and Br to determine the surface being struck by
the photon avoiding the ,_se of a distance shading algorithm. The second

feature allows the selection of cell sizes to minimize the number of cells

traversed by a photon. While the cell-to-cell transport scheme has been

limited to two-dimensional applications with complex but regular geometries,

the scheme can be generalized to three dimensions and irregular geometries.



We have not conducted a comparisonof the these two photon transport schemes.

lt is suggested as a topic for future research.

MODEL VALIDATION

To develop confidencein the Monte Carlo model and the resulting

computer code, a varietyof tests were conductedto verify the results. The

verificationof a Monte Carlo model is complicatedbecause of the variation in

resultscaused by the probabilisticnature of the technique. Therefore, three

approacheswere pursued: comparisonof Monte Carlo model predictedresults

with manual ray tracing, analyticalresults,and experimentalresults.

The first method compared the predictedlocationsof photon/surface

interactionsand incidentangleswith manual calculationsand graphic ray

tracing. In all cases, the predicted resultsagreed with the manual

calculations.

The second approach comparedpredictedresultswith analytical results

for an enclosurewith diffuse-graysurfaces. The enclosureis shown in Figure

3. In the diffuse-graycase, the analyticalresultsare approximatebecause

the diffuse-graymodel assumesuniform incidentflux on every surface. This

is a poor assumption for the case being simulated. To improvethe accuracy of

the analyticalresults, each surfacewas dividedinto four increments,each

assumed to be isothermaland subjectto uniformflux. These resultsare

presented in Table I and show excellentagreementbetweenthe Monte Carlo

model and analyticalresults. In all cases,the differencebetweenthe two

sets of resultswas within the standard deviationof the Monte Carlo results.

• TABLE i. Comparisonof Diffuse-GraySurfaceAnalysis

Diffuse-GraySurfaces
of Enerqy LeavingSurface

Heat Transfer Computer Computed Results
Path Analytical Results StandardDeviation

1-2 41.39 41.36 0.94

1-3 48.97 48.86 0.97

I-4 9.64 9.78 0.50



The final method of validationcomparedthe Monte Carlo model

predictionsto experimentalresults. A literaturereview did not identify

previouslydevelopedexperimentalresultsfor radiationheat transfer in an

array of discrete fixed absorbersuseful for model validation. Some

preliminaryexperimentalinvestigationswere conductedas a proof-of-concept

for developmentof a volumetricsolar centralreceiver (Drostet al. 1985) and

these were used for comparison.

The experimentalinvestigationconsistedof constructinga two-row array

of wedge.-shapedfins with secularlyreflectingsurfaces. A planar laser was

directed into the array and the fraction of incidentradiationtransmitted

through the first row and through the first and second rows was measured as a

functionof incidentangle. The experimentalfacilitywas intendedto be a

proof-of-conceptrather than for model verification. Because of this, precise

measurementsof array dimensionsand some surfacepropertieswere not made.

Consequently,the experimentalresultsmust be used with care; however, the

resultsdo allow a comparisonwith model results.

The resultsfor transmissionof incidentradiationthroughthe first row

are presented in Figure5. The Monte Carlo model was used to simulate the

same situation, assuminga constant emissivityindependentof incident angle

or wavelength and that all photons were emittedinto the array with the

specifiedincident angle. The results show that the Monte Carlo model

duplicatedthe general trend of decreasingtransmittancewith increasing angle

of incidence. As the angle of incidenceincreases,the Monte Carlo model

tends to underestimatethe transmittance. As the incidentangle increases, it

is more likely that a photonwith experiencemultiple specular reflections.

In this situation, any inaccuracyin elementspacingand dimensionsor surface

propertieswill have an increasinglylarge impact on the transmittance. Other

investigatorshave recognizedthis situationas being particularlychallenging

for Monte Carlo modeling (Howelland Bannerot1974). Given the uncertainties

in the experimentalapparatus,the comparisonis acceptablebut a more

carefullycontrolled experimentalverificationis required.

The transmittancefor the combined first and second rows as a function

of incident angle is presentedin Figure 6. As with the single row results,

the Monte Carlo model tends _ underestimatethe transmittancewhile





duplicatingthe generaltrend of decreasingtransmittancewith increasing

angle of incidence.

CONCLUSIONS

Radiation heat transfer in arrays of fixed discrete surfaces is a poorly

understood phenomena encountered in important engineering applications. The

most commonapproach to evaluating this phenomena involves modeling the array

as a participating media but the validity of the assumption that an array of

discrete surfaces can be modeled as a participating medium has not been

investigated. As part of a larger study to investigate radiation heat

transfer in arrays of discrete surfaces, a Monte Carlo model using cell-to-

cell photon transport has been developed. Cell-to-cell photon transport is a

computational ly efficient scheme for evaluating radiation heat transfer in

arrays of fixed discrete surfaces. The resulting computer code has been

validated with preliminary experimental results. Future research will involve

using the Monte Carlo code for carefully controlled experimental validation,

followed by parametric investigations of the impact of array characteristics

on the accuracy of modeling an array of fixed discrete surfaces and a

participating medium.
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